




































Methodology

chapter two

METHODOLOGY

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter elaborates on the methods I have used to make a reflective, analytical critique

of the eco-pax movement over twenty-one years, focusing on several primary case studies,

and eliciting applied learnings as to how to improve nonviolence praxis. The chapter is

categorised according to its research design and methods of data collection, reporting and

analysis. Section 2.2 shows the value of qualitative, multi-disciplinary, longitudinal

research in addressing the thesis' questions. Section 2.3 elaborates upon essential concepts

such as emic, ethnographic-inductive, participant-observation, and shows how validity is

added to the work through triangulation involving document analysis, informal

information-gathering and peer review. Section 2.4 discusses narrative accounts, and

section 2.5 defines 'reflection-on-action'. The chapter also notes the work's uniqueness, its

explicit biases and limitations, its contribution to radical history, its strong visual

component, and its ethical considerations.

2.2 RESEARCH DESIGN

2.2.1 Qualitative

Peace studies is a relatively new field, and research methods are still evolving. Ideally, they

are transformative, participatory, emancipatory and holistic, involving "critical reflective

research which stimulates and encourages strategies and visions of change" (Spence 1999:

106). Peace studies is critical of rigid, hierarchical approaches (Lee et al 2000:124).
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When trying to make sense of twenty-one years of protest scattered across the country, it is

difficult to encapsulate through quantitative methods i the nuances of the phenomena under

investigation because of the complexities of human behaviour:

Human beings are not physical objects but, rather, conscious, decision-making and
often irrational beings. Order is often unstable and changeable (Kellehear 1993:27).

Qualitative methodology is increasingly recognized as a valid way to penetrate more deeply

and sensitively into the subtle world of social and personal meaning. This is particularly

relevant for peace studies, given the often extremely personal and spiritual nature of this

field (see Franklin 1987). A commitment to peace is, among other things, a question of

personal philosophy and the way an individual develops that philosophy over time is surely

a legitimate subject for inquiry. If the way that philosophy develops is through research and

analysis drawing on the social sciences, as well as reflection on personal experiences, then

this is both legitimate, and a process worthy itself of study. Descartes' famous dictum, "I

think, therefore I am" helped form the ontological and epistemological base of those social

sciences, giving rational thought a pre-eminence in our understandings of what it is to be

human (and this was also a continuation of a much longer tradition of meditative inquiry,

going back to the ancient world). We now live in a world where the slogan 'Protest and

survive!' has been a catch-cry with an element of truth, a world whose survival nonviolent

protesters have already contributed to by helping to end the Cold War' and avert the

mutually-assured destruction (MAD) it threatened (Cortright 1995:81). Nonviolent

protesters have also done more than any others to alert the world to its imminent ecological

collapse through global warming (Suzuki 1997:3-4), pollution, over-consumption and the

greatest crisis of species extinction ever (Myers 1985:154). Is it therefore any less valid to

suggest that 'I protest, therefore I am' is a worthy beginning to the process of discovering a

way out of the current emergency?

Because of the paucity of literature in the areas examined, qualitative research is
important as this stage to determine in which direction research should proceed. Once the
general questions are established, quantitative research will be valuable in answering them
(this is further discussed in section 13.2.6).
2 The Cold War is over in Europe but a similar version is far from over in the Pacific theatre
(see Galtung 1995:91-92).
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If it is, then it is legitimate for me to examine how my intellectual development as a theorist

of nonviolent direct action has occurred through participation in the actions described

herein, and to present the results of these deliberations as a contribution to our

understanding within the academic field of peace studies. This work is aimed as much at

activists as at theorists; it is intended to be of practical use in aiding nonviolence praxis. It

does not intend to provide all the answers, but hopes to stimulate questions that can later be

examined using other methods.

2.2.2 Longitudinal

This study is longitudinal (see Bouma 1993:93-96: Robson 2002:160-161), seeking to

address the thesis' first objective - that of tracing the evolution of nonviolence praxis - by

describing and analysing changes, significant occurrences and evolution in the Australian

eco-pax movement over the period 1982-2003. Arts developments over this time, and sub-

groups within the movement are also examined. For example, I examine the same group at

different protests – the Nomadic Action Group - which I encountered at the Franklin River

blockade in 1983 and at Roxby Downs in 1983 and 1984. I also look at different groups

who did a similar action twelve years apart – 'The Bike Ride' of 1986 and the 'Cycle

Against the Nuclear Cycle' in 1998. In addressing the thesis' second question of

nonviolence problems, I describe how each group faced and dealt with similar problems. I

discuss whether the size and structure of the group made a difference, and whether there

had been any evolution of philosophies or tactics. This longitudinal approach enables long-

term trends and developments to become apparent.

2.2.3 Multi-disciplinary approach

Few if any disciplines stand alone; each intrudes on others, with the boundaries blurred and

subjective to some degree (Grele 1991; Reinharz 1992:114-116; Stafford 2000:45). To

work in one or two fields only would be to ignore many of the related factors, and would

unnecessarily compartmentalise the research. In fact, this is one of the main criticisms of

academia made by ecofeminists such as Jarrah Schmah (1998:5-7), that it is dualistic -

separating into boxes what are really complexly-interrelated fields. Peace studies relates to

and draws from many other disciplines; its boundaries may never be definable (Spence et al
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2001:189). This multi-disciplinary approach is increasingly important as protest focuses on

globalisation, a process that reaches into people's lives on a number of levels (Nesbit

2003:para 1). Thus, while primarily engaging with nonviolence theory, this work utilises a

number of other disciplines, including art theory, adult education, politics, sociology,

indigenous studies, environmental sciences, deep ecology, women's studies and community

development. It also draws heavily from historical documents and makes a contribution to

the historical record (this is discussed in section 2.6).

2.3 DATA COLLECTION

2.3.1 Emic, ethnographic-inductive participant-observation

The ethnographic-inductive mode of social enquiry has a particular emphasis on

researchers spending long periods within the group being studied and becoming an insider,

so as to better observe and understand the group's symbolic interaction (Kellehear 1993:16-

28). This research, known as participant-observation, was originally rooted in the work of

anthropologists and particularly associated with the Chicago school of sociology (Robson

2002:310). Through it, one can contribute to social science

by explaining the meaning of the experiences of the observed through the
experiences of the observer. This arises from a perspective that the social world
involves subjective meanings and experiences constructed by participants in social
situations. The task of interpreting this can only be achieved through participation
with those involved (Robson 1993:195).

This emic or insider-based research may be criticised for its subjectivity, but this is

countered by feminist post-structuralist author Margaret Somerville's argument that there is

"no such thing as objective research" (1995:2). Others in fields as diverse as health and

education (Minichiello et al 1999:41) and quantum physics (Capra 1990:306) similarly

claim that there is an element of subjectivity in all research. If we accept this, there is a

point to be made for being 'upfront' about our subjectivity, about our role in the research

(section 2.7 elaborates on this point). There are many advantages to emic research, a major

one being that a participant will have less influence on behaviour such as in a supermarket,

whereas a pure observer is "more likely to be noticed and questioned than someone who

does their observation while pushing a trolley around!" (Wadsworth 1997:54).
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There are two main types of participant-observation: the 'participant-as-observer' and the

`complete participant' (Robson 2002:316-318). A primary problem with the first method is

`reactivity' - the phenomenon of behaviour changing when subjects become aware they are

being observed (Kellehear 1993:135), a phenomenon which can render the research

meaningless (Cook 1991:487) 3 . As anthropologist S.Silverman writes, "the most telling

data will always come from situations in which the anthropologist cannot solicit people's

informed consent to be the objects of study" (1975:xiv). Additionally, problems can arise

for those on the insider/outsider border, where trust relationships must be developed, and

where the researcher may become relied upon as a mediator or disseminator of information

(Spence 1999).

2.3.2 'Complete participant' observation

Somewhat circumventing these problems, the position from which I observed the eco-pax

movement was that of a 'complete participant', a method which offers flexibility and in-

depth information and which does not require one to gain the confidence of the group

(Stafford 2000:36). My observations occurred informally during the blockades discussed

herein, as part of the significant adult learning which educator/activist Bob Boughton and I

(2003) have identified as occurring in protest movements, but which is often overlooked by

academia (this is discussed in the next section).

This work examines a selection of numerous conservation, peace and land rights actions

around the country and overseas in which I have engaged. At some blockades I lived for

periods ranging up to several months. I was arrested as part of civil disobedience' actions

on nine occasions, and spent time in jail after rejecting bail conditions or refusing to pay

fines. I also defended myself in court (largely unsuccessfully) and thanks to some excellent

lawyers successfully fought several charges. Within and outside these activities I was

involved in street-theatre, in protest music, banner-making, cartooning, radio programmes

and in painting and collage with protest themes. At different periods I worked full-time

3 Reactivity is not confined to the social sciences,- modern physicists are also increasingly
aware both that observation changes what is being observed, and that participatory methods
are inescapable (Capra 1990:306).
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(usually unpaid) in environment centres, including as Director of the Rainforest

Information Centre, Lismore, and as Branch Coordinator of The Wilderness Society

(TWS), Armidale, organising campaigns and protests, lobbying politicians, giving talks,

and writing submissions and articles. In 1996 I was employed as organiser of the national

conference 'Students and Sustainability' at Southern Cross University (see Macdonald

1996). These activities occurred at a number of levels, from grassroots nonviolent direct

action to the upper echelons of a national organisation – TWS - when I initiated a national

action against export woodchipping (see Wesley Mission 2001:para 5).

Thus I have developed an intimate knowledge of the key issues of this thesis: the strengths

and weaknesses of the eco-pax movement. I am in a relatively unique position to compare

the more militant rural blockaders with large city-based organisations, and their differing

relationships to nonviolence and the arts, and to critique the writings of other activists. This

is knowledge which etic research would have difficulties in matching, particularly as the

other participants in these campaigns are now scattered around the world, or, in some cases,

have died. There is also a suspicion of researchers by many activists (Paasonen 2002b:para

1), unsurprising considering the levels of police surveillance to which many groups have

been subjected (see Kelly 2004). This engagement with practice is particularly important

since, as we shall see in sections 8.9.3 and 11.2, nonviolence theory in Australia has been

criticised for being out of touch with the realities of blockading 'on the ground'. To create a

workable theory, engagement with practice is essential – to know the emotions of civil

disobedience and arrest, to understand the decisions made in stressful situations, to

experience 'consensus' decision-making s, to create and perform street-theatre in the midst

of violence, to be caught up in factionalism, organisational frictions and disputes over

tactics; to experience media omissions and distortions, to challenge nonviolence

conventions through new methods, and observe how this affects other blockaders and

police. In other words, nonviolence theory is most relevant when it emanates from those

using it.

4 Civil disobedience is described in section 4.6.2.
5 Consensus is described in section 4.6.6.2.
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As activist and academic Rebecca Spence writes, it is difficult to undertake research which

makes a change whilst operating in institutions like universities which are rigid, highly

structured and hierarchical, and seem to be committed to upholding the status quo (in

Spence & Branagan 2002:2). It is unsurprising that suspicion about the academic world is

rife within protest movements – particularly the more militant or 'feral' sections - so emic

longitudinal studies such as this are rare. Having had a 'foot in both worlds', I have

struggled to translate into an academic format experiences which were deeply emotional,

social, physical, extraordinary, even life-changing, - experiences far removed from most

academic theorising.

2.3.3	 Intra-movement learning

This informal participant-observation, it should be noted, is part of a whole segment of

adult education that has been accorded little credence within universities. In the Australian

Journal of Adult Education, Bob Boughton and I argued that significant amounts of

teaching and learning occur within social change movements, and in wider society as a

result of the educative efforts of activists (Branagan and Boughton 2003; see also Whelan

2002:3, Foley 1999, Martin 1988). We argued that this teaching and learning occurs in an

interactive, two-sided manner rather than in a didactic, one-sided or hierarchical fashion, as

movement elders interact with newcomers, and the whole movement attempts to convert

opponents and third parties. It occurs in a continuous process and largely informally as

opposed to formal or institutional education. Although it can be highly effective, it has been

accorded little academic research (with exceptions such as Suaranta & Tomperi 2002).

Following Newman (1995:253-4), we categorised this educational process as occurring on

three levels:- instrumental, communicative or interpretive, and critical or emancipatory.

The instrumental level refers largely to learning various practical skills such as two-way

radio, abseiling or bus driving. Communicative education focuses on people, on symbolic

interaction and the social construction of meaning; it involves problem-solving through

discourse, reflection and seeking consensus. This sort of learning may occur as a result of

being in a group trying to make important decisions through consensus, or attempting to

negotiate solutions with police or industry workers. Emancipatory education involves

questioning the psychological and cultural assumptions that underlie our perceptions of the
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world. It involves deeper self-reflection or meta-awareness, and involvement in a mass

movement challenge to government or vested interests can result in significant changes in a

person's worldview.

Instrumental education occurs primarily within the movement. The other two levels occur

both within the movement, and outside it as activists attempt to educate audiences about

facts and figures, socio-economic and geo-political mores at the communicative level, and

also to challenge and change their world views at a deeper, emancipatory level. Audiences

perhaps begin to question the sanctity of notions such as 'Science' or 'Government' or the

primacy of 'The Market', and see instead the need for nonviolent resistance to injustice.

This thesis is an attempt to make visible the learnings I obtained over twenty-one years of

activism. It is a case study of learning in a social movement.

In section 4.6.2 I relate this important informal educative process to the nonviolence tenet

of 'conversion', while in sections 5.5 and 13.2 I show how the arts enhance this process of

conversion/education.

2.3.4 Triangulation of data collection

The importance of triangulation - that is, using a synthesis of multiple methods rather than a

single research method - cannot be underestimated as a way of increasing the validity of a

study, and to cope with "a world that is becoming increasingly more complex and

ambiguous" (Kellehear 1993:viii; see also Robson 2002:190-193). According to Reinharz,

multiple methods are feminist-influenced and show a commitment to thoroughness and a

desire to be open-ended and to take risks (1992:197). This work therefore uses the

triangulation of several methods of data collection: document analysis and informal

information-gathering (including through peer review) as well as the participant-

observation mentioned above.

2.3.4.1 Document analysis

Most of my case studies occurred within the framework of large groups, so to increase the

validity of the study through triangulation I also examine the views of other participants.
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My primary method of doing this is through document analysis. I also use document

analysis to provide overviews of the research areas and to provide background to my case

studies. The document analysis involves accessing a wide variety of sources, including

academic, protest and arts literature, newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, computer-

accessed information such as emails and websites, fiction, cartoons, paintings, photographs,

video and radio documentaries, police documents, poems and music recordings on cassettes

and compact discs. As with participant-observation, document analysis is an example of

`unobtrusive research', which is safe, inexpensive, non-reactive and non-disruptive and a

good source of longitudinal data (Kellehear 1993:5-7).

2.3.4.2	 Informal information-gathering, peer review

This productive type of data gathering allows the observer

considerable freedom in what information is gathered and how it is recorded ... This
kind of information is relatively unstructured and complex, and requires the
observer to perform difficult tasks of synthesis, abstraction and organisation of the
data (Robson 1993:194-5).

In addition to participant-observation, research for this thesis has involved four years of

informal information-gathering about those campaigns on which little has been written, and

to continually update my knowledge of the eco-pax movement. Suiting my low research

budget, I held 'unstructured interviews' (see Whip 1992:44-45) and discussions with a

number of current activists such as Benny Zable and Jarrah Schmah, with past blockade

participants, and with people I encountered at recent rallies. Some of these discussions were

continued intensively by email and telephone. Letters from blockades here and overseas

also provided useful data.

Some discussions involved peer review, with my writings being intensively scrutinised and

critiqued by fellow postgraduates such as Karl-Eric Paasonen and David Curtis. They gave

me valuable understandings, information, documents and references. Further peer review

occurred through writing refereed articles (Branagan 2003b, 2004a, 2005; Branagan and

Boughton 2003), and presenting papers at international and national conferences (eg

Branagan 2002b, 2003e) and at a number of seminars and 'teach-ins' at the University of

New England (eg Branagan 2003c).
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2.4 REPORTING METHOD

	

2.4.1	 Case Studies

The use of case studies allows an investigation to retain the holistic and meaningful

characteristics of real life events (Burns 1991:313; see also Yin 1989; Bouma 1993:89-93).

I use case studies to discuss the Franklin, Roxby Downs, North-East Forest Alliance and

Jabiluka campaigns, and two anti-nuclear bike rides. These studies discuss the rationales

behind the campaigns, the actors and relevant historical factors, and then describe the

actions themselves. While attempting to maintain the narrative flow of the accounts, issues

of nonviolence and artistic activism are mentioned as they arise, and further discussed at

the end of the chapters, with the primary analysis in the final four chapters.

	

2.4.2	 Personal, narrative accounts with visual component

The use of personal, narrative accounts for a number of reasons including to tell a story or

as a literary exercise is increasingly accepted by academia (see, for example, Somerville

1995). It ensures an effort to go beyond statistics and "images of mass, periodicity and

institutional changes Ito] rehumanise a portrayal of experience" (Kellehear 1993:65) 6. Such

accounts may also explore issues which are not preconceived or which may stretch beyond

the expected, thus offering or stimulating further theoretical and conceptual processes. This

type of research may

- complement and balance portrayals of the many with the few, the personal with
the impersonal, the social abstract reality with the personal lived-in one

- clarify and consolidate the understanding of human experience through the
technical use of empathy and reader identification

- [and] enliven and enrich any social science discourse making such discourse
engaging and compelling, whether for research or for the purposes of
teaching (Kellehear 1993:65).

Note-taking is important in research because recall can be unreliable (Wadsworth 1997:40-

42; see also Evans & Lunn 1997), so I am fortunate in being able to base my narrative

6 A classic example of a narrative account from one intimately involved in his subject is
given by Roberts (1984), in which he examines class structure while poignantly describing
his working-class childhood in England.
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accounts on articles and notes written during or soon after the actions'. My early desires to

become a writer were given a tremendous boost when articles about my protest activities

were first published by university magazines (Branagan 1983a, 1984b). Having such an

outlet encouraged me to observe protest actions more astutely, to develop a memory for key

events and impressions, to keep notes and diaries, to continue writing for a variety of

papers, magazines and websites, and ultimately to complete a novel (Branagan 1994).

There is little difference between these writings and the journals employed by

phenomenological or action research practitioners (see Wangyel et al. n.d. p. 6).

Excerpts from these articles are included in the case studies; this self-referencing may seem

indulgent but is done to express some of the colour, detail and zeitgeist of the actions, and

my reactions at the time, reactions which may since have changed upon reflection.

Hopefully, it also adds a dramatic quality to the manuscript. The reporting is influenced by

some elements of post-structuralism, for example its emphasis on ways of seeing and on

persuasion rather than proving, and through its emulation of a literary, creative model (thus

suited to arts discussions) rather than a formalistic, scientific-academic model (see

Kellehear 1993:25-6).

As befits a work with a strong artistic content, there is an eclectic visual component. Drawn

from personal and environment centre archives as well as publications, it includes

photographs of direct action, artistic protest, paintings, badges and stickers, schematic

diagrams, maps of blockade sites, 'calls-to-action', a protest postcard, a bail document and

a forest closure notice. These add to the authenticity and richness of the case studies. A

sculpture/collage of an 'Ivory Tower' made from thesis notes and other paraphernalia is

appended to the thesis as a comment on the academic process (see Figure 5).

7 I attempted unsuccessfully to obtain material on these actions (and my involvement) from
the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation.
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2.5 ANALYSIS

2.5.1 Journeys (actual and reflective)

My approach utilised the idea of research and writing as a journey that may lead in

unexpected directions rather than work with a specific or fixed end goal (see Burns

1991:325). This open-endedness – as opposed to a linear approach - created greater

possibilities of re-evaluating foci, making discoveries and challenging pre-conceived

notions.

The work can be envisaged as a two-way journey. In one direction is a chronological

account of the blockades and actions. At the end of those particular experiences of direct

action and artistic activism, I have had the opportunity to travel back over those

experiences, reading literature about them and reflecting deeply about them in the contexts

of nonviolence and art theory. This latter journey took me down into the strata of history to

retrieve buried treasures and expose them to the light. A vast territory of wild, emotive,

turmoil-filled and often traumatic experiences has been examined from a calmer academic

standpoint and framed theoretically, with the benefit of hindsight enabling me to better see

what was successful and what was not. This too is not linear but cyclical: by remaining an

activist and artist during my studies, I have been able to apply learnings in current

situations, and view recent actions in the light of reflection on past ones.

2.5.2 Action research/'reflection-on-action'

This approach has elements in common with the 'action research' paradigm, which is

participatory, self-reflective, openly political, change-oriented, open-minded about what

counts as data, collaborative, and builds the larger picture from smaller ones (Reinharz

1992:180-1; Wangyel et al nd:5-6). Action research involves a "series of cycles that 'begin'

and 'end' with action and incorporate research continuously as feedback from and to

action" (Wadsworth 1997:60). My understanding of nonviolence theory began in 1983

with an intensive, participatory, two-day course in nonviolent action at the Franklin River

blockade (discussed in section 6.4). This theory was immediately tested in the blockade

itself, and while much of it was useful, I observed numerous inconsistencies between the

theory and the practice. Over the next two decades I was able to further observe
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nonviolence practice in a plethora of situations, with learnings aided by the sharings'8

which followed many actions, in which a group evaluated the actions in a synergistic, semi-

formal manner, leading to a gradual and grassroots process of praxis development of praxis.

More formally, my understanding of nonviolence theory and that of related fields grew

through majoring in 1984 in Government (including International Politics, the Political

Economy of Women, and Environmental Issues) and Psychology, in a Bachelor of Arts,

and while completing a Diploma in Education in 1991. While studying for this PhD I

undertook further and more intensive research of the nonviolence literature, and had the

time to reflect deeply on those years of action and the learnings I had gained from them.

This time for reflection was essential to make meaning of my observations. My evolution

as a freelance journalist and writer during that twenty-one years aided my ability to

observe, record and synthesise the actions, while my increasing engagement in the arts

added different dimensions to this reflection. This methodology is perhaps best categorised

as 'reflection-on-action', producing an emic, reflective, analytical critique of activism.

2.5.3 Dialogues with literature (3 layers)

Within the analysis further triangulation occurs through dialogues with three different

levels of literature. One is use of my own published articles to give some of the colour and

passion of the events. The next layer involves an engagement with the other emic literature

about those events such as Cohen (1997), O'Reilly (1998) and Ricketts (2003):- how I had

some broad agreements with them whilst interpreting a number of important incidents and

aspects quite differently. The third layer attempts to further contextualise my learnings

within the more theoretical literature by nonviolence theorists such as Martin Luther King

(1958), Sharp (1973), Burrowes (1996) and Cortright (2002). In particular, this dialogue

exposes the inconsistencies of 'orthodox nonviolence', showing the results of resistance

within the movement to this form. Within this layer is further dialogue with Australian

social movement theorists such as Pakulski (1991), Burgmann (1993), Hutton and Connors

(1999), Doyle (2000) and Scalmer (2002), and arts theorists such as Liebmann (1996) and

Clark (1997). The second and third layers occur to some degree in case studies, but more

8 Section 6.4.2 discusses sharings'.
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comprehensively in Chapters Eleven to Thirteen inclusive, which summarise the work's

findings.

2.5.4 Three levels of learning

Also occurring at three levels are the types of learning I underwent during this research.

Borrowing Foucault's archaeological analogy of ordering discourses (see Danaher et al

2000:36), these are

1. at bedrock: the action recorded in case studies – the blockade and campaign

details – along with lower-level or instrumental learnings.

2. above that, the humus: immediate higher-level learnings by myself and other

participants /where these led.

3. at top, the bounteous flowering of native blossoms, bouquets of which it is

intended that the reader will take away from this work: what I now make of

the action, in the light of sustained reflection, systematic analysis and

cataloguing, and value-adding through the dialectic between the different

types of literature.

These learnings could be considered as having emerged from my writing in an inductive,

phenomenological or even 'grounded theory' fashion, in the sense that such approaches

utilise flexible, open-ended methods of enquiry, and let the theory emerge from observation

and reflection (Kellehear 1993:21-28; Robson 1993:190-196). The work does not begin

with hypotheses but draws inferences from the case studies. The thesis questions are

addressed through linking a number of smaller, seemingly-unrelated observations into a

comprehensive whole. There may seem a morass of issues and ideas at first, but the final

chapters draw these together into a broad-brush assessment of nonviolence in the Australian

eco-pax movement.

2.6	 RADICAL HISTORY, PERSONAL LIBERATION AND HEALING

Both the document analysis and the informal information-gathering enabled me to

complement my own accounts with other voices from those blockades, to create a many

faceted crystal and give some voice to activists whose words and thoughts may otherwise
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disappear. It is also a bid to communicate to others what we went through and why, as a

counter to the vilification we often endured from the media (eg see Devine 1995) and

industry groups like the pro-logging Forest Products Association. It is thus a historical

record told from below of some radical events, events which history often views from only

one perspective, that of the elites in governments and mass media. It is an exposé of what

Elise Boulding calls "the hidden side of history" (2000). This history may help in

maintaining the continuity of the movement rather than, as so often happens, we

continually 'reinvent the wheel', each time feeling we are alone and pioneering, rather than

supported by a long tradition of dissent. The work attempts to be comprehensible to the

layperson, and tries to avoid the tradition of sexism in social research (see Reinharz

1992:11-13; Whip 1992:60), by frequent reference to publications by women, such as

Schmah's 1998 work about women activists in Western Australia.

Another factor has been the feminist-influenced idea of research as personal liberation (see

Gaard 1998:5; Schmah 1998:1). My writing has been part of a healing and growing process

that has validated for me experiences which societal elites have under-valued while

themselves jumping on the 'green bandwagon'. As my activist comrade Ian Cohen notes

about his book 'Green Fire', it evolved from injuries, both emotional and physical,

"resulting from a choice I made to strike a radical path. Recounting my experiences here is

a form of healing, another stepping stone to being able to enjoy the successes won"

(1997:29; see also Appendix 1).

2.7 BIASES AND LIMITATIONS

As a writer depending on learnings commenced as a complete-participant, I am intimately

involved in my study, so it is important to acknowledge that my narrative accounts are

highly personal, and often emotive and biased. According to peace researcher Miriam

Taylor this adds rather than detracts from their validity: "in the study of peace and peace

activism, it is essential to be biased and to be passionate" (2001:6). As Spence et al note,

the peace researcher

cannot be a passive academic observer and recorder of detail in the research work
site. S/he must inevitably be an active and involved participant who is working
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towards a shared community and professional goal of finding solutions and
effecting change (2001:200).

Such research has been termed 'passionate' or 'engaged scholarship' (Lykes in Reinharz

1992: 181). I have a keen interest in the success of many aspects of the eco-pax movement,

and a strong desire for this movement to increase its component of nonviolence. I wish to

increase my understanding of nonviolence and social change, and to be a more effective

activist. As an artist I have a personal motivation for the arts to be recognised as a key

aspect of the movement. As a parent I have a need to work towards a safer, more peaceful

world.

My broad-brush approach has limitations. The canvassing of a wide variety of issues in the

introductory chapters may seem superficial, but was felt necessary to contextualise later

discussions. Even those discussions raise many issues – given the enormous complexity of

protest campaigns – and some of these are only briefly discussed, with the hope of

stimulating deeper research into them.

2.8 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Since I was an engaged participant with, at the time, no conscious academic motivations,

there was nothing covert about my observing, which Robson argues is the main ethical

objection to complete participant observation (2002:316-317). However, ethical issues arise

from my later writing about those observations.

2.8.1 Indigenous issues

Most of the actions which I discuss had a preponderance of white middle-class youth; thus

are avoided some of the problems of interpretation of observed behaviour that are

encountered during traditional participant observation,- for example, western

anthropologists observing a Bengali or Bulgarian culture (see Schauerte 2004).

However, despite their small numbers in many protests, Aboriginal concerns are extremely

important. I have tried to avoid the neo-colonialist attitudes exposed by indigenous writers

Michele Grossman (2003) and Fabienne Bayet (1994), and examined historian Peter Read's
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discussion of various codes of ethics which have been drawn up, as well as his observation

that "the recognition that 'academic freedom' or the universal right to knowledge are

relative values, not absolute, has not been accompanied by a catastrophic deterioration in

standards" (Read 1990:40). In particular, I warn Aboriginals and Torres Straits Islander

readers that this document contains photographs and names of people who may be deceased

(see Elkin in Kellehear 1993:94). I also avoid publication of secret information, or

discussion or photographs of secret sacred places or objects.

2.8.2 Confidentiality

There are ethical concerns about writing about people without their knowledge. However,

as Kellehear observes, it is doubtful that privacy is invaded by being observed engaged in

public acts in a public place (1993:136) as was the case with the actions I describe.

Additionally, many of the people involved are already prominently discussed in the

literature and in newspaper articles. Nevertheless, I have endeavoured to exercise discretion

and respect confidentiality because this is a delicate and complex area. Discussions with

fellow activists have convinced me that most people within the movement are highly

supportive of my work, are happy to have the movement analysed, and have no problems

with being quoted9, although some requested that their name be changed. Any informants I

was unsure of have not been named or quoted. I have tried to acknowledge and reference

all sources and images, and to accept the moral and social responsibilities of research.

2.8 CONCLUSION

The methods this thesis employs are qualitative, multi-disciplinary and longitudinal with an

emic, ethnographic-inductive format informed by phenomenology. The work is based

around several primary case studies which include narrative accounts based on observations

made as a 'complete participant' in direct action campaigns and artistic protest over a

9 For example, Schmah wrote to me (on 22 August 2004) that "it feels somehow amazing to
read all that in academic writing. Activist history. Our history, your history ... Hit validates
it, or makes it realer somehow, reminds me, gives perspective, reflection, affirmation.
Thanks for putting in the hard yards ... I valued your perspective on it all rolled into one ...
[W]hen I first tried to put into words all the ... intense life activism was, all the skills learnt
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twenty-one year period. Document analysis from a variety of sources and long-term

informal information-gathering triangulate the data collection. With elements of post-

structuralism and action research, the work crosses over into historical autobiography, but

my wish to contribute to the field of peace studies gives this a specific form of `reflection-

on-action'. Thus, supplementing the case studies is critical analysis of and reflections on

the main issues raised, and dialogues with different levels of literature. Peer review of the

work, further adds to its validity in assessing nonviolence evolution, problems and

effectiveness, in determining the role of the arts in protest, and in producing applications

for this critique.

It is a change-oriented methodology, involving research in the 'real world' (see Robson

2002) rather than from within the safe confines of an institution. It is an account of one of

the most important social experiments that an individual can embark upon, the attempt to

change the direction in which society is traveling. It shows how through the practice of

nonviolent activism, and through a slowly-evolving engagement within that process with

more artistic forms of expression, I was, once I had the time to think and study about what

had happened to me, able to attain new insights into the way a contemporary Australian and

international philosophy of nonviolence is developing.

etc etc. it's so total and huge, it was hard to go back over it all and see it like that, but I like
what you've written".
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Figure 5: 'Ivory Tower' made by the author from thesis notes, stickers, badges, bones,
collage, computer parts, papier mache, photographs, matches and paint. Dimensions 90 cm

x 52 cm.
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